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Notions from formal language learning theory are characterized in terms of standardizing 
operations on classes of recursively enumerable languages. Algorithmic identification i the 
limit of grammars from text presentation of recursively enumerable languages is a central 
paradigm of language learning. A mapping, F, from the set of all grammars into the set of all 
grammars i  a standardizing operation on a class of recursively enumerable languages &o just 
in case F maps any grammar for any language L s LP to a canonical grammar for L. 
Investigating connections between these two notions is the subject of this paper. © 1994 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A child (modeled as a machine) receives (in arbitrary order) all the well-defined 
strings of a language (a text for the language) L and simultaneously conjectures a 
succession of candidate grammars for the language being received. A criterion of 
success is for the child to eventually conjecture a correct grammar for L and to 
never change its conjecture thereafter. If, in this scenario for success, the child 
machine is replaced by an algorithmic machine M, then we say that M TxtEx-iden- 
tifies L. TxtEx is defined to be the class of sets ~ce of recursively enumerable 
languages such that some machine TxtEx-identifies each member of ~f. 
TxtEx-identification is essentially Gold's [10] seminal notion of identification. 
The reader is directed to [18, 23, 22, 16] for a discussion of the influence of this 
paradigm on contemporary theories of natural language. The present paper studies 
characterizations of the class TxtEx and some of its extensions. The usefulness of 
this study is apparant as similar characterizations have been used by Freivalds [5], 
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Chen [4], and Case, Jain and Sharma [3] to study program size restrictions in 
computational learning. Our study is motivated by analogous work of Freivalds, 
Kinber, and Wiehagen [6] in the context of algorithmic inference of programs from 
graphs of recursive functions. 
We now motivate the notion of a standardizing operation on a class of recursively 
enumerable (r.e.) languages. ~ ,  a class of languages, is effectively standardizable 
just in case there exists a partial recursive function p such that for all L e 5e, for all 
i and j such that i and j are grammars for L, p(i)$ =p(j)~ and p(i) is a grammar 
for L. We say that a recursive function r with two arguments defines a limit-effective 
language operation on a class of recursively enumarable anguages 5e just in case for 
any language L in ~e and any grammar i for L, limn ~ ~ r(i, n) exists and is the 
same for all grammars of L. If, in the definition of limit-effective language operation, 
the limiting value also happens to be a grammar for L, then r defines a standard- 
izing limit-effective language operation on 5e. We say that ~q is limit-effective 
language standardizable just in case there exists a standardizing limit-effective 
language operation on £,e. Lels is defined to be the class of sets 5e of recursively 
enumerable languages uch that £~a is limit-effective language standardizable. 
It is shown that TxtEx is properly contained in Lels. To characterize TxtEx in 
terms of standardizing operations, we define a restricted form of standardizing 
limit-effective language operation (viz., continuously limit-effective language 
standardizable operation), such that the corresponding class (viz., Clels) is exactly 
equal to TxtEx. 
Since, TxtEx is properly contained in Lels, to obtain a characterization f Lels 
in terms of language learning notions, we borrow extensions on the theme of 
TxtEx-identification from [ 13 ]. We require that a learning machine, trying to infer 
a grammar for a language from its text, be presented with an upper-bound on the 
minimal grammar for the language being learned. This is plausible additional infor- 
mation, as an upper-bound on the size of "human brain storage" can be thought 
of as an upper-bound on the size of a grammar for any language that can be 
learned by a child. This generalization of Gold's notion gives us a new criterion for 
language learning. A machine is said to TxtBex-identify a language L just in case 
the machine, when fed any text for L and an upper-bound on the minimal grammar 
for L, converges to a correct grammar for L (B stands for "bound"). TxtBex is 
defined to be the class of sets ~ of recursively enumerable languages uch that 
some machine TxtBex-identifies each language in £P. In the definition of TxtBex- 
identification if we further equire that the machine infer the same grammar for any 
upper bound, we obtain a new criteria of language learning called TxtUniBex- 
identification (Uni stands for "unique"). The class TxtUniBex can be similarly 
defined. We show that the class TxtUniBex is exactly equal to Lels, and Lels is 
properly contained in TxtBex. 
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2. NOTATION 
Recursion-theoretic concepts not explained below are treated in [20]. N is the set 
of natural numbers, a, b, c, i, j, k, l, m, n, x, and y, with or without decorations 
(decorations are subscripts, superscripts, and the like), range over natural numbers 
unless otherwise specified; ___, c ,  2 ,  =, denote subset, proper subset, superset, and 
proper superset, respectively; e denotes "element of." Na denotes the set 
{xENlx<~ a}. ~ denotes the empty set. S, with or without decorations, ranges 
over subsets ofN. Dxdenotes the finite set whose canonical index is x [20]. 
According to Rogers' scheme, Do = ~;  card(S) denotes the cardinality of the set S; 
max(), min( ) denote the maximum and minimum of a set, respectively. By conven- 
tion, max(~)=0 and min(~)= oo. #x[Q(x)] is the least integer x such that 
the predicate Q(x) is true, if such a least integer exists; #x[Q(x)] is undefined 
otherwise. For any set A, 2 a denotes the power set of A. 
p, q range over partial recursive functions; f, g, r, s range over total recursive 
functions. The set of all total recursive functions of one variable is denoted by ~2. 
For n > 0, ~n denotes the set of total recursive functions of n variables. For a 
partial recursive functionp, domain(p) denotes the domain of p and range(p) 
denotes the range of p; $ denotes defined; T denotes undefined, p(x)J, iff x~ 
domain(p); p(x)T otherwise. 
L denotes a recursively enumerable (r.e.) subset of N (also referred to as an r.e. 
language), g denotes the class of all r.e. languages. 5¢, with or without decorations, 
ranges over subsets of& (p denotes a standard acceptable programming system 
(also referred to as standard acceptable numbering) [19, 20]. ~0i denotes the partial 
recursive function computed by the ith program in the standard acceptable 
programming system (p. We often refer to the ith program in the (p system as 
~0-program i. MinProg(f)  denotes the minimal program for f in  the q) programming 
system. Wi denotes the domain of q0;. Wiis, then, the r.e. set/language (cAr) 
accepted by q~-program i. We can (and do) also think of i as (coding) a (type 0 
[-11]) grammar for generating W,.. MinGram(L) denotes the minimal grammar for 
L in the q) programming system. ~ denotes an arbitrary Blum complexity measure 
[2] for qo. Wi,, denotes the set {x<nl  ~(x)<n}.  
(i, j )  stands for an arbitrary computable one to one encoding of all pairs of 
natural numbers onto N [20]. Corresponding projection functions are re1 and re2. 
(Vi, j~N) (~l((i,j))=i and rc2((i,j))=j and (~l(x),~2(x))=x). Similarly, 
( i l ,  i2, ..., in) denotes a computable one to one encoding of all n-tuples onto N. It 
should be noted that we will sometimes abuse the notation slightly and refer to 
(x, y )  as (D x, y) ,  i.e., we will write the name of the finite set in the first argument 
instead of its canonical index. This is for simplicity of presentation and it will be 
clear when we resort to such an interpretation. 
The quantifiers "~" and "~" mean "for all but finitely many" and "there exists 
infinitely many," respectively. 
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3. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we briefly describe notions and results from the recursion 
theoretic machine learning literature. We first introduce a notion that facilitates 
discussion about elements of a language being fed to a learning machine. 
afinite sequence is a mapping from {x J x<a},  for some aeN, into (Uw {# }). 
We let a and z, with or without decorations, range over finite sequences. The 
content of a finite sequence a, denoted content(a), is the set of natural numbers in 
the range of a. Intuitively, #'s  represent pauses in the presentation of data. The 
length of a, denoted [al, is the number of elements in the domain of a; a c z means 
that a is an initial sequence of z. SEQ denotes the set of all finite sequences. 
DEFINITION 1. A learning machine is an algorithmic device which computes a
mapping from SEQ into N. 
We let M, with or without decorations, range over learning machines. 
DEFINITION 2. A text T for a language L is a mapping from N into (N u { # }) 
such that L is the set of natural numbers in the range of T. The content of a text T, 
denoted content(T), is the set of natural numbers in the range of T. 
We let T, with or without decorations, range over texts. T[n] denotes the finite 
initial sequence of T with length n. Hence, domain(T[n] )= {x lx  < n}. Suppose M 
is a learning machine and T is a text. M(T)~ (read: M(T)  converges)<:~ 
cx) 
(~i)(V n)[M(T[n])= i]. If M(T)$, then M(T)  is def ined=the unique /such that 
(Vn)[M(T[n])=i];  otherwise we say that M(T)  diverges (written: M(T)I"). 
Convergence of M on T is also referred to as convergence in the limit. 
DEFINITION 3 [101. (a) M TxtEx-identifies L (written: L e TxtEx(M)) just  in 
case (V texts T for L) [M(T)$/x WM<T) = L]. 
(b) TxtEx = {A a _~ ~ J (3M)[ ~q° ~ TxtEx(n) ]  }. 
Below, we define certain restrictions on learning machines and state results 
describing the effects of these restrictions. 
DEFINITION 4. (a) [1]. A learning machine M is order-independent just in case 
for every L m TxtEx(M) and for every pair of texts T and T' for L, M(T)= M(T').  
(b) [8, 211. A learning machine M is rearrangement-independent just in case 
(Val, a2) [ [content(a1) = content(a2) A Ja~[ = la2l ] ~M(a l )  = M(a2) 1. 
LEMMA 1 [8, 213. From any learning machine M one may effectively construct 
M' such that (1) through (3) all hold: 
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(1) TxtEx(M) _TxtEx(M'). 
(2) M' is order-independent. 
(3) M' is rearrangement-independent. 
We now introduce a technical result, Lemma 2, due to Blum and Blum [ 1 ]. This 
result is helpful in the description of one of our results. 
DEFINITION 5. (a) [8]. a is a TxtEx-stabilizing sequence for M on L just in 
case content(a)~_ L and (Va' I content(a ' )_  L ^ a_  a ' ) [M(a ' )= M(a)].  
(b) [ 1, 17]. a is TxtEx-loeking sequence for M on L just in case a is a TxtEx- 
stabilizing sequence for M on L and WM(,)= L. 
LEMMA 2 [1, 17]. I f  M TxtEx-identifiesL, then there is a TxtEx-locking 
sequence for M on L. 
If £~a ~ TxtEx, then, using Lemma 1, we can say, without loss of generality, that 
is TxtEx-identified by a rearrangement-independent and order-independent 
machine M'. Lemma 2 states that if M TxtEx-identifies L, then there is a TxtEx- 
locking sequence for M on L. If M is rearrangement-independent, then output 
of M, on input a, is completely determined by content(a) and la]. Hence, when we 
are considering machines which are rearrangement-independent w  will frequently 
refer to a finite sequence a by (x, 1>, where Dx=content(a)  and l=  lal. For a 
given rearrangement-independent machine M and a language L, the least number 
<x, l ) ,  such that (x, l> is a TxtEx-locking sequence for M on L is called the least 
TxtEx-locking sequence for M on L. For ease of discussion, we will abuse the 
notation slightly and often refer to <x, l )  by (Dx, l) .  
4. TxtEx-IDENTIFICATION WITH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
It could be argued that a language learner makes use of, in addition to a text 
presentation, some additional information about the language. An upper-bound on 
the size of the minimal grammar of the language being learned is one such possible 
additional information. In the present section, we briefly consider the resulting 
learning criteria with additional information. One of these criteria turns out to be 
equivalent to a notion introduced in the present paper. It is technically expedient 
to treat our learning machines to act on two arguments: additional information and 
finite sequence. It will be clear from the context if we are discussing learning with 
additional information or learning without additional information. 
M(b, a) denotes the output of M on additional b and a finite sequence a. For the 
criteria of inference discussed in this paper we can and do assume, without loss of 
oo  
generality, that M(b, a) is always defined. M(b, T )$=ic>(V  n)[M(b,T[n])=i] .  
We write M(b, T)$ ~ (3i)[M(b, T)$ = i]. 
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DEFINITION 6 [13]. (a) MTxtBex-identifies L (written: L rTxtBex(M) ) ,~  
(¥b 1> MinGram(L)) (¥T for L) (3il IV,. = L)[M(b, T)$ = i]. 
(b) TxtBex = {.W I (3M)[La G TxtBex(M)] }. 
Intuitively, a language learning machine M TxtBex-identifies a language L just in 
case M, presented with any b at least as large as the minimal grammar for L and 
any text for L, converges in the limit to a grammar for L. If we further equire that 
the grammar inferred in the limit be the same for any upper bound, we obtain a 
new language learning criteria described below. 
DEFINITION 7 [13]. (a) M TxtUniBex-identifies L (written: L~TxtUniBex(M))¢> 
(3il W,. = L) (Vb/> MinGram(L)) (VT for L) [M(b, T)~ = i]. 
(b) TxtUniBex = {L,¢ I (3M)[ A° --- TxtUniBex(M)] }. 
Intuitively, a learning machine M TxtUniBex-identifies L just in case M infers in 
the limit a unique grammar for L upon being fed any upper bound for the minimal 
grammar of L and any text for L. 
For the purposes of the present paper, the above definitions uffice; the reader is 
directed to [13] for an extensive study of the classes TxtUniBex, TxtBex, and their 
generalizations. Fulk [8] and Jain and Sharma [12] provide other approaches to 
modeling additional information for a language learning agent (also see [7]). We 
now state the relationship between the classes TxtEx, TxtUniBex, and TxtBex. 
Theorems 1 and 2 below can also be derived using results by Kinber [14] cited 
in [6]. 
THEOREM 1 [13]. TxtEx ~ TxtUniBex. 
THEOREM 2 [ 13 ]. TxtUniBex c TxtBex. 
THEOREM 3 [13]. grTxtBex.  
We summarize the relationship between various classes defined in this section: 
TxtEx c TxtUniBex c TxtBex ~ 2 e. 
In the next section, we show our main results which provide a characterization for 
the classes TxtEx and TxtUniBex in terms of standardizing operations. 
5. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN LANGUAGE LEARNING AND STANDARDIZING OPERATIONS 
We now characterize TxtEx and TxtUniBex in terms of standardizing operations 
on classes of r.e. languages. To this end, we first formally define the notion of a 
limit-effective language operation on a set of r.e. languages. 
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DEFINITION 8. F, a mapping from d ° to N, is a limit-effective language operation 
for ~¢~-(3r•~ 2) [ (VL•~e)  (Vj) [(Wj=L)=,l im,~o~r(j ,n)=F(L)]] .  We say 
that r defines the limit-effective language operation F on 5f. For L • ~e, we denote 
F(L) by r L. 
Intuitively, a limit-effective language operation on a class of r.e. languages £,e 
behaves thus: given any grammar for a language L•  ~,  it finds (in the limit) a 
unique number for that L. Additionally, if the unique number also happens to be a 
grammar for L, then we refer to such a limit-effective language operation as a 
standardizing limit-effective language operation. This is the subject of next 
definition. 
DEFINITION 9. (a) F, a mapping from g to N, is a standardizing limit-effective 
language operation for Xe<:~ [ IF  is a limit-effective language operation on ~] /x  
(VL • Xe)[ Wv(L) = L] ]. 
(b) Xe is limit-effective language standardizable just in case there exists a 
standardizing limit-effective language operation F on ~ZP. 
(c) Lels = {~L~ a _ ~° I Xa is limit-effective language standardizable}. 
If s • ~2 defines a limit-effective language operation F on £~a and F is also a 
standardizing limit-effective language operation on L,e, then we say that s defines 
the standardizing limit-effective language operation F on 5e. In this case we denote 
F(L) by s L. 
We give some intuitive insight into the notion of ~ being limit-effective language 
standardizable. The interpretation below was pointed out to us by John Case. 
The grammar equivalence problem ({(x ,y )  l Wx= Wy}) is well known to be 
F/°-complete [20]; hence, it cannot be accepted by a limiting recursive procedure. 
The role of F in the definition of limit-effective language standardizable is 
to indirectly provide a limiting recursive solution to this problem for the special 
case where the grammars generate languages in ~:  F finds (in the limit) canonical 
grammars. 
Leis is a collection of all limit-effective language standardizable classes of r.e. 
languages. Theorem 4 below shows that Lels is exactly the class of r.e. languages 
that can be TxtUniBex-identified. 
THEOREM 4. TxtUniBex = Lels. 
Proof Let ~ • TxtUniBex. We show that ~ •Lels. Let M TxtUniBex-iden- 
tify -~. We define a limit-effective language operation s that witnesses ~ • Lels. Let 
, , +1 and content(aj) = Wj .. % uniformly denote a finite sequence such that o-j c % 
Let s(j, n) = M(j,  %). For any L e ~,  let aL be such that M, on any text for L and 
any b>~ MinGram(L),  converges to aL. Then, dearly lim,~oo s(j, n)=aL. Thus, 
A ° • Lels. This shows that TxtUniBex ___ Lels. 
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We now show that Lels_ TxtUniBex. Let ~ ~ Lds. Let s define a standardizing 
limit-effective language operation witnessing ~ ~ Lels. We now give the construc- 
tion for a language learning machine M that TxtUniBex-identifies ~e. 
begin {M(b, TEn3) } 
1. Let ao = max({a [ (a ~< n) ^ (3j ~< b) [Wj, a _ content(T[n])  ^ Wj,, _ 
content(T[a])] }). 
2. Let Jo = rain( { j [ (j ~< b) ^  [ Wj; ,0 - content( T[ n ] ) ^  Wj., ~_ content( T[ao ] ) ] } ). 
3. Output s(jo, n). 
end 
Now we show that M TxtUniBex-identifies 5¢. 
For any Le£,e and any b~> MinGram(L), let S= {j ]j<.b ^  Wj=L}. For any 
text T for L, let no, nl be so large that the following hold: 
(1) (V i~(Nb-S)) [W~ ~ content(T[no]) v W,.,, 0 ~ L ] ,and  
(2) (Vje S)(Vn >~ nx)[s(j, n) = sL ^ Wj,, 1 ~- content(T[no + 1]) ^ Wj,,o + , __%_ 
content(Tin1])]. 
Clearly, such no, nl exist. Now, (Vn/> max({no, n, })), M, on input b and Tin], out- 
puts s(j, n) = sL for somej ~ S. Hence, M TxtUniBex-identifies 5¢. ] 
Our main aim is to characterize TxtEx in terms of limit-effective language opera- 
tions. But, the above result ells us that the notion of limit-effective language standar- 
dizable class is too general, and hence we need to come up with a more resticted 
notion. We do exactly this by defining a continuously limit-effective language standar- 
dizable class in Definition 11. But, first we introduce the following useful technical 
concept. 
DEFINITION 10. Let a E N. A finite set D is said to be a-consistent with an r.e. 
language L ,**- [ [D _ L]  ^ [(D n Na) = (L n Na)]]. 
Intuitively, D ___ L is a-consistent with L just in case for each i ~< a, i e D ¢~ i e L. 
(b) 
dizable }. 
DEFINITION 11. (a) ~ is continuously limit-effective standardizable ~ (3r, s e ~2) 
such that the following hold: 
1. r defines a limit-effective language operation on £a; 
2. s defines a standardizing limit-effective language operation on Aa; 
3. (VL~£Z') 
3a. [DrL is max(DrL)-consistent with LI  and 
3b. (3IL~N)(Vn>~IL)(Vj)[[Dr(j,,,) is max(DrL)-consistent withL]=> 
Is(j, n) = SL3 ]. 
Clels= {Se__.g[~e is continuously limit-effective language standar- 
571/49/1-8 
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s, in the above definition of a continuously imit-effective language standardizable 
class has the same role as F in the definition of a limit-effective language standar- 
dizable class, r, another limit-effective language operation, places some extra 
constraints on how s finds (in the limit) canonical grammars for languages in 5¢. 
THEOREM 5. 
Proof Let 
Without loss 
independent. 
begin {r(j, n)} 
TxtEx = Clels. 
~TxtEx .  We show that ~Cle l s .  Let M TxtEx-identify A°. 
of generality, let M be rearrangement independent and order 
1. {We search for the least locking sequence of M on IV~} 
find the least (D , l )  such that (Dc_Wj.n) and (VSIDc_S~_Wj, , )  
(¥l' [ (card(S) - card(D) + l) ~< l' ~< n) [M( (D, l ) ) = M( (S, l' ) )]. 
{Clearly, such a (D, l )  exists, since, for D= Wz, and l=n,  the above is 
vacuously true}. 
Let a=max(D).  Let D '= {x lx~ Wj,.c~N.}. 
2. if (Vi~< n) [M((D,  l ) )  = M((D' ,  l+  card(D') + i ) ) ]  then 
define r(j, n) = k such that Dk = D' 
else 
define r(j, n) = 0 
endif 
end 
Let io be a grammar for the empty set. 
begin {s(j, n)} 
if r(j, n) = 0 then 
let s(j, n) = io 
{note that according to our convention Do = ffS} 
else 
let s(j, n)=M((D,  l)), where D, l are as found in step 1 of the definition of 
r(j, n). 
endif 
end 
CLAIM 1. r defines a limit-effective language operation for 5~. 
Proof Clearly, r is a total recursive function. If Wi = W; = L ~ ~,  then for large 
enough n, D, and l as found in the procedure for r(i, n) and r(j, n) will be such that 
(D, l)  is the least TxtEx locking sequence for M on L. Hence, for large enough, 
n, D' found in step 1 of the procedure for r(i, n) and r(j, n) would also be the same. 
Thus, lim,_~ oo r(i, n) = limn_. ~ r(j, n). ] 
CLAIM 2. S defines a standardizing limit-effective language operation for ~ .  
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Proof Arguing as in Claim 1, we can show that s is a limit-effective language 
operation for ~ .  Also, for all j such that W:e~,  for large enough n, (D, l )  as 
found in step 1 of the procedure for r(j, n) is the least locking sequence for M on 
L (since, M TxtEx-identifies Wj) and, thus, we have that WsL = L. | 
We now define lL for each L s ~ .  For all L ~ &a, let lL = l and SL = D, where 
(D, l )  is the least TxtEx locking sequence for M on L. 
CLAIM 3. For all L ~ ~,  the requirements in the definition of continuously limit- 
effective language standardizable class are satisfied by r, s, and It. 
Proof Claim l and 2 respectively imply requirements 1 and 2 in the definition 
of continuous limit-effective language standardizability. Consider any L~£~ a.
Clearly, DrL is max(DrL)-consistent with L (note the definition of D' in step 1 of the 
definition or r). Consider any j, n such that 
(1) n>~lL. 
(2) Dr(j,n) is max(DrL)-consistent with L. 
We then show that s(j, n)=sz.  Clearly, this is true when L = ~.  Thus, let us 
assume that L # ~.  Let D, l, D' be as calculated in r(j, n). Now DrL---Dr(j.n)-L 
(by the definition of consistency). Since, (SL, lL) is a TxtEx locking sequence for 
M on L and SL ~-DrL~-D~(j.n) =D' ~_L, we have M((D' ,  card(D') + l+ lL)) =sL. 
In step2 of the definition of r, it has been checked that M( (D , I ) )=  
M((D' ,  card(D') + l+  lz)). Thus, M((D,  l ) )  = sL and therefore s(j', n) = sL. | 
From the above claims it follows that 5¢ is continuously limit-effective language 
standardizable, and hence, TxtEx_Clels. We now show that Clels~TxtEx. 
Let £~a ~ Clels. We show that 5¢ ~ TxtEx. Let r define a limit-effective language 
operation and s define a standardizing limit-effective language operation as in the 
definition of continuous limit-effective language standardizability. For each L E ~,  
let lL be as defined in the definition of continuous limit-effective language 
standardizability. We now give the construction of a language learning machine M 
which TxtEx-identifies 5¢. 
begin { M(T[n ] ) ) 
1. Let CandidateSet={j[ j<.n and D~(j,n) is max(Dr(j,j-consistent with 
content(Tin]) };
2. if CandidateSet = 
then output 0 
else output s(j, n) where j = #kEk ~ CandidateSet/x max(Dr(k,.)) = 
max({max(Dr(i,n) ) [ i ~ CandidateSet})] 
endif 
end {M(T[n])} 
CLAIM 4. M TxtEx-identifies ~.  
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Proof Let L e £P. Let T be a text for L. Let k be such that Wk = L. Let no be 
such that for all n > no, r(k, n)= rL. Clearly, such an no exists (by definition of 
continuously limit-effective language standardizability). Let nl be so large that the 
following hold: 
(a) nl>~lz; 
(b) content(T[nx]) ~--DrL; 
(c) n l>k;  and 
(d) n l>no.  
Clearly, such an nl exists. Now consider the procedure for M(T[n]) ,  for n ~> nl. 
k is in the Cand idateSet  (by step 1 in the construction of M). Let j e  Cand idateSet  
be such that max(Dr(j,,))/> max(DrL). Since j e CandidateSet ,  Dr(j,,) is max(Dr(j,,))- 
consistent with content(T[n]). This implies that Dr(j,n) is max(DrL)-consistent 
with L. Hence, by the definition of continuously limit-effective language standard- 
izability, s(j, n)=SL. Therefore, M(T[n] )=st .  Thus, M TxtEx-identifies Ae. | 
This proves Theorem 5. | 
6. SUMMARY 
The theory of standardizing operations could be used to gain insights into formal 
language leafing theory. Towards this goal, we have given characterizations of
notions about language identification i  terms of standardizing operations. We have 
shown that the natural notion of limit-effective language standardizable operation 
turns out to be more general than Gold's seminal notion of TxtEx-identification. 
To characterize TxtEx-identification exactly, we have introduced restrictions on the 
idea of limit-effective language standardizing operation. We also borrow concepts 
from additional information studies in language learning to characterize limit- 
effective language standardizing operation in terms of a more general motion than 
TxtEx-identification. Our results can be summarized as 
TxtEx  = Cle ls  = TxtUn iBex  = Lels  = TxtBex  ~ 2 ~r. 
Freivalds [5], Chen [4], Case, Jain, and Sharma [3] have made use of similar 
characterizations to gain an insight into the study of program size restrictions in 
inductive learning. We hope that the results presented here will provide a new way 
to approach various issues in formal language learning theory. 
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